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ABSTRACT: Pulse field gradient NMR methods have been used to determine the effective hydrodynamic
radii of a range of native and nonnative protein conformations. From these experimental data, empirical
relationships between the measured hydrodynamic radius (Rh) and the number of residues in the polypeptide
chain (N) have been established; for native folded proteinsRh ) 4.75N 0.29Å and for highly denatured
statesRh ) 2.21N 0.57Å. Predictions from these equations agree well with experimental data from dynamic
light scattering and small-angle X-ray or neutron scattering studies reported in the literature for proteins
ranging in size from 58 to 760 amino acid residues. The predicted values of the hydrodynamic radii
provide a framework that can be used to analyze the conformational properties of a range of nonnative
states of proteins. Several examples are given here to illustrate this approach including data for partially
structured molten globule states and for proteins that are unfolded but biologically active under physiological
conditions. These reveal evidence for significant coupling between local and global features of the
conformational ensembles adopted in such states. In particular, the effective dimensions of the polypeptide
chain are found to depend significantly on the level of persistence of regions of secondary structure or
features such as hydrophobic clusters within a conformational ensemble.

In the characterization of native or nonnative states of
proteins in solution, a measurement of the molecular dimen-
sions of the system is of considerable importance. For native
folded proteins this is particularly valuable when dimers or
higher oligomers are formed or when the system is highly
anisotropic (1-3). In the case of nonnative states an
ensemble of interconverting conformers will in general be
populated (4, 5). Here a measure of the average dimensions
of the conformational ensemble can give information about
the nature of the structures adopted by the polypeptide chain
(6-9). This provides an opportunity for probing the coupling
of the local and global conformational properties of these
unfolded and partly folded species. This is of importance
for understanding the role of these conformationally disor-
dered states in protein folding, stability, and aggregation
(10-12).

Most studies of molecular dimensions have relied on
measurements of the effective radius of gyration by small-
angle scattering studies using neutrons (SANS)1 or X-rays
(SAXS) (6, 8, 13). Alternatively, the hydrodynamic or Stokes
radii have been determined via translational diffusion coef-
ficient measurements using dynamic light scattering (14).
Both of these approaches have been applied to the study of
a number of proteins in their native states and also in a
variety of nonnative conformations. The systems studied
include denatured states of phosphoglycerate kinase (15, 16)
and ribonuclease A (17, 18) in guanidine hydrochloride, and
partially folded molten globule states of apomyoglobin,
bovineR-lactalbumin, and cytochromec (19-24). Recently
time-resolved measurements by these techniques have also
been used to study the changes in dimensions during protein
folding (21, 23, 25, 26).

We have previously reported the effective dimensions of
both the native and nonnative states of lysozyme determined
by pulse field gradient (PFG) NMR techniques (27). We
showed that through diffusion measurements performed with
these techniques the changes in the average hydrodynamic
radius of the protein resulting from urea denaturation could
be followed. Similar NMR methods have been reported by
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Pan et al. (9), who measured the dimensions of native BPTI
and partially folded and unfolded variants of the protein that
contain one or no disulfide bridges. The PFG NMR method
has also been used in a number of studies that have probed
aggregation and the formation of oligomers in protein
samples (2, 3, 28, 29). The NMR approach has particular
appeal as the measurements of hydrodynamic radius can be
made on samples identical to some of those used to
characterize the local properties of the polypeptide chain.
This is particularly important for nonnative states, where
recent studies have shown that, under favorable conditions,
multidimensional heteronuclear NMR techniques can give
a wealth of data about local conformational preferences and
the dynamics of the polypeptide chains in these disordered
states (30, 31).

Here we report results from PFG NMR methods designed
to measure the hydrodynamic radii of a range of native and
denatured proteins. In this work dioxan was included in the
protein solutions to act as a viscosity probe, enabling values
of the hydrodynamic radii to be determined relative to a
protein of known dimensions (27). By studying a number
of proteins both in their native folded state and under strongly
denaturing conditions, it has been possible to characterize
the relationships between the effective hydrodynamic radii
and the length of the polypeptide chain for the different
states. These results have been compared with other protein
radius data reported in the literature and with predictions
from theory. We demonstrate that the results provide an
approach in which hydrodynamic radius measurements made
for partially folded protein species can be interpreted.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Protein and Peptide Samples.Hen lysozyme, yeast tri-

osephosphate isomerase, horse heart cytochromec, horse
myoglobin, and bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor were
purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. (U.K.). Streptokinase
from Streptococcus equisimilisand fibronectin binding
protein D1-D4 from Staphylococcus aureuswere supplied
by SmithKline Beecham Pharmaceuticals. The SH3 domain
of PI3 kinase was expressed inEscherichia colias described
previously (32). The peptides with sequences corresponding

to residues 49-64 from hen lysozyme and residues 17-37
from D3 of fibronectin binding protein were synthesized on
an Applied Biosystems 430A automated peptide synthesizer,
by standard 9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (Fmoc) methodol-
ogy, and were purified by reverse phase HPLC. The purity
and integrity of the peptides were checked by electrospray
mass spectrometry. The peptide with a sequence correspond-
ing to residues 2-38 from D3 of fibronectin binding protein
was obtained from Bachem California. Hen lysozyme with
the disulfide bonds reduced and S-methylated was prepared
by methods described previously by Ching-Li and Atassi (33)
and was characterized by mass spectrometry.

Protein concentrations of approximately 1 mM were used
for the NMR samples unless otherwise stated, 20µL of 1%
dioxan in D2O being added to all the samples. For the native-
state samples the following conditions were used: BPTI, pH
4.5; cytochromec, pH 2.0 (holoprotein); hen lysozyme, pH
2.0; myoglobin, pH 6.0 (holoprotein); SH3 domain, pH 7.2
in 20 mM H3PO4; triosephosphate isomerase, pH 7.2 in 5
mM Tris and 100 mM NaCl; streptokinase, pH 7.0 in 20
mM H3PO4. The conditions used for the protein samples
under highly denaturing conditions are given in Table 1.
Where used, the concentration of urea in solutions was
determined by measurement of the refractive index (34). For
the sample of hen lysozyme in which the disulfide bonds
were reduced and methylated, an increase in the apparent
protein hydrodynamic radius was observed with increasing
protein concentration (in the range 0.25-2 mM) in both the
absence and presence of 8 M urea. This result could reflect
the presence of some aggregated species within the lysozyme
sample solution. The values of the hydrodynamic radii for
this system were therefore obtained by extrapolation to zero
protein concentration.

NMR Experiments.All NMR spectra were recorded on
home-built spectrometers at the Oxford Centre for Molecular
Sciences with1H operating frequencies of 500.15 and 600.20
MHz. The spectrometers are equipped with Oxford Instru-
ments Co. magnets (Oxford, U.K.), Omega software and
digital control equipment (Bruker Instruments), home-built
triple-resonance pulsed-field-gradient probe heads (35) and

Table 1: Hydrodynamic Radii for Native and Denatured States of Proteins Measured by the PFG NMR Methoda

(A) Folded Proteins
protein Rh (Å) no. of residues

bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor 15.8 58
SH3 domain of PI3 kinase 18.6 90b

horse heart cytochromec 17.8 104
hen lysozyme 20.5 129
horse myoglobin 21.2 153
S. equisimilisstreptokinase 36.0 414
yeast triosephosphate isomerase 29.7 494 (dimer)

(B) Polypeptide Chains without Disulfide Bridges under Strongly Denaturing Conditions
peptide or protein conditions Rh (Å) no. of residues

residues 49-64 from hen lysozyme 8 M urea, pH 2 10.4 16
residues 17-37 from D3 of fibronectin binding proteinc 8 M urea, pH 7 13.3 22
residues 2-38 from D3 of fibronectin binding proteinc 8 M urea, pH 7 15.5 32
SH3 domain of PI3 kinase 3.5 M GuHCl, pH 7.2d 27.5 90b
horse heart cytochromec pH 2 32.6 104
hen lysozyme 8 M urea, pH 2, reduced and methylated 34.6 129
yeast triosephosphate isomerase 2.5 M GuHCl, pH 7.2d 49.7 247 (monomer)
a The errors in the hydrodynamic radii values estimated from repeat measurements are(0.25 Å. b Sequence includes a two-residue N-terminal

extension and a four-residue C-terminal extension to the native SH3 sequence.c Sequence taken from the third D repeat in the fibronectin binding
domain ofS. aureusfibronectin binding protein variant A (FnBPA) (59). d The SH3 domain sample contained 20 mM H3PO4, and the triosephosphate
isomerase sample contained 5 mM Tris and 100 mM NaCl.
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home-built linear amplifiers. The NMR experiments were
performed at 20°C.

PFG NMR diffusion measurements were performed with
the PG-SLED (pulse gradient stimulated echo longitudinal
encode-decode) sequence shown in Figure 1 (27), incor-
porating composite sine gradient pulses (36). The lengths
of all pulses and delays in this sequence were held constant,
and 20 spectra were acquired with the strength of the
diffusion gradient varying between 5% and 100% of its
maximum value; each measurement was repeated five times
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and to allow the
measurement error to be estimated. The lengths of the
diffusion gradient and the stimulated echo were optimized
for each sample to give a total decay in the protein signal of
between 80% and 90%. For example, experiments on native
hen lysozyme used a gradient time ofδ ) 6.3 ms, a recovery
time ε ) 0.7 ms, and an echo time ofτ ) 100 ms. NMR
spectra were acquired with 8K complex points, with a typical
spectral width of 8000 Hz. Data processing was performed
with Felix 2.3 from Biosym Technologies (San Diego, CA).
The baseline was fitted to a zero-order polynomial and
integration was performed with home-written software.

The decay in the protein signal from the PFG NMR
experiments was in most cases fitted to a single Gaussian.
However, an additional function was also used in the fits of
the decays for a number of the denatured protein samples
where there was a degree of protein aggregation. In the case
of the SH3 domain at low pH, the formation of aggregates
resulted in a gradual reduction with time in the protein
concentration that could be observed by NMR. This led to
an additional signal loss that was accounted for by multiply-
ing the Gaussian function used to fit the diffusion coefficient
by a linear decay term. For reduced methylated hen
lysozyme, some large aggregates were present within the
sample, which give a very broad NMR signal. In this case a
Gaussian curve having an offset to fit the broad signals
greatly improved the consistency of the radii obtained. For
the large aggregates the decay in intensity is very small over
the range of gradient strengths used to monitor the mono-
meric states. Thus the slow Gaussian decay of these large
molecules can be successfully approximated by a constant
offset.

RESULTS
(a) PFG NMR Hydrodynamic Radius Measurements.The

effective hydrodynamic radii of seven proteins in their folded
native states and seven peptides and proteins under strongly
denaturing conditions were determined using PFG NMR
techniques. As described in detail in the Materials and
Methods section, for each system studied a series of 1D
spectra was produced by the PG-SLED pulse sequence, each
of which was recorded with a different gradient strength
(Figure 2). In most cases fitting the intensities of the signals
from the protein (s) as a function of gradient strength (g) to

enabled the observed decay rate (d), which is proportional
to the diffusion coefficientD, to be obtained. For two of the
denatured polypeptide chains a more complex function was
required for the fit to extract the decay rate as described in
the Materials and Methods section.

A value of the hydrodynamic radius can be calculated from
measurements of the diffusion coefficient by means of the
Stokes-Einstein equation. However, here we have used a
different approach and have included a reference molecule
in the protein solution (27). Decay rates have been extracted
from the spectra for both the protein (dprot) and the reference
molecule (dref) and the protein hydrodynamic radius has been
determined from:

FIGURE 1: PG-SLED sequence. The phase cycle (φ ) x, x, y, y,
-x, -x, -y, -y; ψ ) x, -x, y, -y, -x, x, -y, y) combines the
standard CYCLOPS cycle, to remove acquisition artifacts, with
phase alternation of the longitudinal encode sequence, which causes
longitudinal relaxation to be manifested as an exponential decay
(61). The diffusion labeling gradients, shown in gray, were varied,
while the crush gradients, shown in black, were applied at full
strength. All gradient pulses were shaped either as sine waves or
as composite sine waves (36); their integrated intensity was adjusted
for each sample to give optimal results. The diffusion gradients
were applied along the (transverse)x-axis, so as to minimize the
effects of convection, while the two crush gradients were applied
along they- andz-axes.

FIGURE 2: Experimental PG-SLED spectra of (a) a peptide
corresponding to residues 17-37 from D3 of fibronectin binding
protein in water and (b) hen lysozyme with the disulfide bridges
reduced and methylated in 8 M urea. The diffusion gradients were
varied between 5% and 100% of their maximum value (about 60
G cm-1). Regions of the spectrum corresponding to the dioxan
reference signal (around 3.6 ppm) are shown on the left, while the
main aliphatic regions (3.3-0.3 ppm) are shown on the right; the
dioxan signals are plotted on a reduced vertical scale. The signals
from the fibronectin binding protein peptide decay more slowly
than those of the reference as dioxan diffuses more rapidly than
the peptide. In the spectra from denatured lysozyme, the protein
signals decay much more slowly than the reference signals,
indicating the large size of this unfolded protein.

s(g) ) Ae-dg2
(1)

Rh
prot )

dref

dprot
(Rh

ref) (2)
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whereRh
prot is the protein hydrodynamic radius andRh

ref is
the radius of the reference molecule. This approach, unlike
calculations using the Stokes-Einstein equation, has the
advantages that it does not require knowledge of the viscosity
of the solution and does not rely on interpretation of absolute
values of diffusion coefficients; such values are subject to
errors both from inaccuracies in measuring the exact shape
and strength of the gradient pulse and from spin-echo
instability (37).

In this work dioxan has been used as the reference
molecule. Studies with native and denatured (in 8 M urea at
pH 2) hen lysozyme suggest that dioxan does not interact to
a significant extent with either folded or denatured polypep-
tide chains (27). To determine the appropriate radius for
dioxan to use in eq 2, we have calibrated the measurements
using the radius of gyration measured for native hen
lysozyme by SAXS (15.3 Å;38). The radius of gyration (Rg)
is the root-mean-squared distance of all the atoms in the
molecule from the protein center of mass, while the
hydrodynamic radius (Rh) can be defined as the radius of a
sphere that has the same diffusion coefficient as the protein
molecule. The relationship between the hydrodynamic radius
and the radius of gyration is highly dependent on the
molecular shape and is related by a constantF:

with F being predicted for spherical molecules to be (3/5)1/2

(39). By use of this relationship along with the SAXS radius
of gyration and the value ofdref /dprot measured experimen-
tally for hen lysozyme (9.33;27), the effective hydrodynamic
radius of dioxan is calculated to be 2.12 Å. This radius has
been used with eq 2 to convert all experimentally measured
dref /dprot ratios in this study into values of the hydrodynamic
radius. TheseRh values tend to be larger than those estimated
from crystal structures as they include a hydration layer (9).

Analysis of the measured hydrodynamic radii (Table 1)
for native folded proteins known from structural studies to
be essentially spherical indicates that there is a strong
correlation between the molecular dimensions and the length
of the polypeptide chain. As shown by the logarithmic plot
in Figure 3, the experimental data can be fitted to the
empirical equation

whereN is the number of residues in the polypeptide chain
andRh is the hydrodynamic radius (in angstroms). Deviations
are to be expected from this relationship, however, for
systems that are highly anisotropic. The measured hydro-
dynamic radius for native streptokinase provides an example
of this. Here the experimental hydrodynamic radius is 36.0
Å, significantly larger than the value of 27.3 Å predicted
for a protein of 414 amino acid residues by eq 4. The
experimental result is, however, in excellent agreement with
previous measurements of the hydrodynamic radius of
streptokinase by dynamic light scattering (Rh 35.8 Å; 1). In
accord with this, NMR studies have shown that the protein
consists of three structurally independent domains with an
unstructured C-terminal tail (40).

For characterizing the denatured state we have concen-
trated on proteins without disulfide bridges, as the presence

of these, and their exact positions within the amino acid
sequence, would be expected to perturb significantly the
molecular dimensions. We have also studied proteins under
strongly denaturing conditions (in high concentrations of urea
or guanidine hydrochloride or at extremes of pH), where it
is anticipated that there will be few persistent structural
features. We refer to these states as highly denatured proteins.
Such unfolded polypeptide chains must be described in terms
of an ensemble of interconverting conformers (4). For all
the highly denatured proteins that are discussed here,
interconversion between the various populated conformers
was fast on both the NMR and diffusion time scales.
Consequently an average effective hydrodynamic radius of
the unfolded ensemble (Table 1) was extracted from the rate
of decay of the protein NMR resonances with increasing
gradient strength (27). For these unfolded proteins a cor-
relation is also observed between the number of residues in
the polypeptide chain (N) and the hydrodynamic radius (Rh

in angstroms), the experimental data fitting to

This is similar to an equation [Rh ) (2.8 ( 0.3)N 0.5(0.02]
reported by Damaschun et al. (16) from data for the
hydrodynamic radii of a number of proteins denatured in 6
M guanidine hydrochloride.

It is interesting to compare the experimental results from
the PFG NMR studies with theoretical predictions of the

Rg ) FRh (3)

Rh ) (4.75( 1.11)N 0.29(0.02 (4)

FIGURE 3: Plot of the loge of the hydrodynamic radius versus the
loge of the number of residues in the polypeptide chain. The values
determined in this work for native folded proteins (9) and highly
denatured polypeptide chains (b) are shown with filled symbols.
The line fitted to these data for the native proteins has a slope of
0.29( 0.02 and ay-axis intercept of 1.56( 0.1, while that fitted
to the denatured protein data has a slope of 0.57( 0.02 and a
y-axis intercept of 0.79( 0.07. Values of hydrodynamic radii
reported in the literature from dynamic light scattering or PFG NMR
studies are shown by open symbols (native folded proteins,0;
highly denatured proteins,O). The literature data used are for horse
apocytochromec (62), yeast phosphoglycerate kinase (16, 63),
sperm whale apomyoglobin (19), bovine pancreatic ribonuclease
A (18), bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (9), and bovineR-lac-
talbumin (23). Selected data points are labeled with the protein
name.

Rh ) (2.21( 1.07)N 0.57(0.02 (5)
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dimensions of homopolymers. The scaling law defines the
dimensions of homopolymers by

whereR0 is a constant andN is the number of monomer
units (41). As shown by Flory, the exponentν is predicted
to be 3/5 and 1/3 for fully solvated and collapsed polymer
chains, respectively (42). For a homopolymer a fully solvated
chain is observed in a good solvent in which polymer-solvent
interactions are favored over polymer-polymer interactions,
while a collapsed chain is seen in a bad solvent where
polymer-polymer interactions are favored over polymer-
solvent interactions. Under conditions where polymer-
polymer interactions are equal to polymer-solvent and
solvent-solvent interactions, in a so-called Flory orθ solvent,
the polymer behaves as a Gaussian chain and the exponent
ν is predicted to be1/2 (41).

The empirical equation determined here relating the
experimental hydrodynamic radii of native proteins and the
number of residues in the polypeptide chain with a value of
0.29( 0.02 for the exponentν therefore resembles the value
of 0.33 predicted for a collapsed homopolymer. This reflects
the fact that, despite the significant differences between the
interactions of a native protein with the solvent and the
interactions of a homopolymer with a bad solvent, in both
cases a compact globular fold is adopted. This result is in
agreement with previous conclusions from an analysis using
radii of gyration calculated from protein X-ray structures.
The study gave a value for the exponent in the scaling law
for native proteins of 0.35( 0.03 (43).

For the highly denatured proteins, the empirically derived
value of 0.57( 0.02 for the exponent is similar to that
expected for a polymer in a good solvent (0.6). Furthermore,
small-angle neutron scattering experiments combined with
polymer theory lead to a similar value (0.58( 0.02) of the
exponentν for strongly denatured phosphoglycerate kinase.
These measurements also provide independent evidence that
in this case the unfolded protein behaves as a homopolymer
in a good solvent with excluded volume (44, 45). Although
the details of the mechanism of protein denaturation on the
addition of chaotropes such as urea is not well understood,
there is a similarity to the behavior of a good solvent in that
it is thought that they encourage solvation of all portions of
a polypeptide chain (46, 47). Recent molecular dynamics
simulations of barnase in 8 M aqueous urea, for example,
show an accumulation of urea molecules near the protein
surface. The urea molecules were found to form hydrogen
bonds to exposed polar groups and, through the displacement
of water molecules from the first hydration shell, lead to a
greater exposure of nonpolar side chains (48).

(b) Comparisons with Other Measurements of Hydrody-
namic Radius or Radius of Gyration.The PFG NMR
experiment gives a value for the mean effective hydrody-
namic radius of a protein. A comparison of the radii
measured in this work with other values for hydrodynamic
radii reported in the literature for native folded proteins and
proteins without disulfide bridges under strongly denaturing
conditions is shown in Figure 3. These data come from
dynamic light scattering measurements (references given in
the caption to Figure 3) and, in one case (BPTI,9), from a
PFG NMR study. The literature hydrodynamic radii were

calculated from values of diffusion coefficients, extrapolated
to conditions of infinite dilution, and vary from 15.2 to 56.6
Å. A full listing of the data used in this analysis is given in
the Supporting Information. For the native proteins a close
similarity is evident between the hydrodynamic radii from
dynamic light scattering and the values from PFG NMR
studies. The RMSD between the data taken from the literature
and values predicted by the empirical relationship defined
in this work between hydrodynamic radius and number of
residues in the polypeptide chain (eq 4) is 1.12 Å.

In the case of the highly denatured polypeptide chains,
good agreement is also seen between the literature data and
the PFG NMR results reported here for three of the four
proteins (apocytochromec, reduced ribonuclease A, and a
variant of BPTI without disulfide bridges; the RMSD
between the literature data and the predictions from eq 5 is
1.92 Å). However, it seems that the values determined from
dynamic light scattering experiments are slightly smaller than
those from the PFG NMR measurements. This is particularly
the case for phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK; 56.6 Å experi-
mental, 68.7 Å predicted) (16). This may reflect the fact that
measurements of hydrodynamic radii from dynamic light
scattering are not determined directly but depend on ad-
ditional experimental parameters such as the viscosity of the
solution. Although further work is needed to investigate this
issue, the general correlation between the two sets of data is
good.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the hydrodynamic radius
measurements for native folded proteins determined by the
PFG NMR method in this work and radii of gyration data
for native proteins from small-angle scattering studies (details
of the data used in this comparison are given in the
Supporting Information). The radii of gyration have been
converted into values of hydrodynamic radius by use of eq
3 with aF value of (3/5)1/2 (39). With this conversion a very

Rg ) R0 Nν (6)

FIGURE 4: Comparison of the values of hydrodynamic radii for
folded proteins determined in this work by PFG NMR techniques
(9) and values of radii of gyration for native proteins (0) from
SAXS or SANS studies reported in the literature. The radii of
gyration have been converted into hydrodynamic radii by use of
the relationshipRg ) (3/5)1/2Rh. The plot shows the loge of the
hydrodynamic radius versus the loge of the number of residues in
the polypeptide chain. The line fitted to the PFG NMR data is also
shown, and selected data points are labeled with the protein name.
The literature data used are for bovine ribonuclease A (17),
staphylococcal nuclease (64), horse ferricytochromec (24), yeast
phosphoglycerate kinase (49), horse myoglobin (20), Streptomyces
subtilisin inhibitor (65), bovine carbonic anhydrase B (66), bovine
â-lactoglobulin (66), hen lysozyme (38), bovineR-lactalbumin (22),
rabbit creatine kinase (67), and bovine ubiquitin (67).
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good correlation is seen between the two sets of radius
measurements. The RMSD between the radii derived from
the small-angle scattering data and the predictions from the
empirical equation (eq 4) derived from the PFG NMR data
is 2.14 Å. This result, for proteins ranging in radius of
gyration between 13.2 and 29.0 Å confirms the validity of
using a constant scaling factor (F) for converting radii of
gyration into hydrodynamic radii for native protein structures
that are essentially spherical.

The radius of gyration data from small-angle scattering
measurements for proteins under strongly denaturing condi-
tions are shown in Figure 5 (details of the data used in the
plot are given in the Supporting Information; only polypep-
tide chains without disulfide bridges are considered). There
is a large scatter in the values of these radii. This probably
reflects the difficulties in small-angle scattering measure-
ments in the presence of strong denaturants due to the poor
contrast between the solvent and the protein. It also results
from the different analytical approaches used in the various
studies to extract the radius of gyration values from the
scattering data (the Guinier or Debye approximations). The
Debye approximation has been postulated to be more
accurate for fitting the scattering data of highly unfolded
states (49). It gives larger radii of gyration than the Guinier
approximation (45, 50), which may reflect a biasing with
the Guinier approximation toward the conformers with
smaller radii present in a denatured ensemble, as this method
can fit more accurately data from compact states (49).

A logarithmic plot of the radius of gyration of the highly
denatured proteins versus the number of residues in the
polypeptide chain has a slope of 0.58( 0.11. Thus the value
of the exponentν is closely similar to that determined from
the PFG NMR hydrodynamic radii data (0.57( 0.02). The
fit from the NMR hydrodynamic radius data is shown by a
dashed line in Figure 5. The offset between the two lines
gives insight into the relationship between the mean radius
of gyration and the hydrodynamic radius for an unfolded
polypeptide chain under strongly denaturing conditions. In

the range of polypeptide chain lengths considered (ap-
proximately 50-400 residues), the observed offset gives a
F value (F ) Rg/Rh) of 1.06( 0.01. It is interesting that this
value is significantly lower than that predicted for a random
coil (1.51) by Tanford (51). This difference may reflect
limitations in the theoretical model used in the Tanford
prediction or the nature of the assumptions used in the
calculation of the experimental values of the radius of
gyration and hydrodynamic radius. In light of the scatter in
the radii of gyration used in the analysis, further work is
clearly needed to establish the relationship between these
two quantities.

DISCUSSION
The empirical relationships defined in this work between

the hydrodynamic radius of a protein and the length of its
polypeptide chain enable values of hydrodynamic radii to
be predicted for proteins with compact spherical folds or
when highly denatured (in the absence of disulfide bridges).
The behavior of these two extreme states acts as a baseline
that aids the interpretation of hydrodynamic radii measure-
ments for a range of different systems. To utilize this we
define a compaction factor (C):

whereRh
N andRh

D are the predicted values of hydrodynamic
radii for the native and fully denatured states, respectively,
andRh is the experimental hydrodynamic radius. Species with
the same molecular radius as a native state will have a
compaction factor of 1.0, and those with a radius the same
as a fully denatured state, a value of 0.0. Such a framework
is of particular importance for the interpretation of hydro-
dynamic radii values for partially folded or unfolded protein
conformations where a single species (which in general will
be an ensemble of conformers) is populated. Some examples
of calculated compaction factors are given are in Table 2.

High compaction factors are seen for the low-pH molten
globule states of myoglobin (0.74) and cytochromec (0.86)
and a mutant of humanR-lactalbumin where the cysteine
residues are replaced by alanine at pH 2 (0.86). This reflects
the biasing of the conformational ensembles populated in
these states to collapsed conformers, which are only slightly
expanded compared to the native fold. Concurrent with the
compact nature of the molten globule states there is a high
persistence of secondary structure. The packing of amino
acid side chains is, however, disordered across the confor-
mational ensemble. The rearrangement of side chains in the
molten globule to their native orientations within the compact
ensemble is recognized in some cases to be one of the slow
steps in protein folding (11, 52, 53).

Low compaction factors (0.1) are seen for both prothy-
mosinR and the D1-D4 fragment of the fibronectin binding
protein in the absence of denaturant, two proteins that are
biologically active but essentially unfolded under physi-
ological conditions (54-56). It is, however, interesting to
consider the reasons for the slightly smaller effective
hydrodynamic radii of these proteins than those observed
for the highly denatured states discussed earlier. NMR studies
of the 130 residue D1-D4 fibronectin binding domain show
that its local conformational properties generally resemble

FIGURE 5: Plot of the loge of the radius of gyration determined by
SAXS or SANS versus the loge of the number of residues in the
polypeptide chain for proteins under strongly denaturing conditions.
The solid line indicates the best fit to these data (slope 0.58(
0.11,y-axis intercept 0.80( 0.55) and the dashed line the fit for
hydrodynamic radius data determined here by PFG NMR for highly
denatured proteins (as shown in Figure 3). The data shown are for
horse ferricytochromec (21, 62), staphylococcal nuclease (64),
horse myoglobin (20), bovine carbonic anhydrase B (66), Strep-
tococcus equisimilisstreptokinase (16), yeast phosphoglycerate
kinase (45), and bovine ubiquitin (68). A number of the data points
are labeled with the protein name.

C )
Rh

D - Rh

Rh
D - Rh

N
(7)
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those of many highly denatured proteins and agree well with
predictions for a random coil (55, 56). In a number of specific
regions of the fibronectin binding protein polypeptide chain,
however, persistent nonlocal interactions have been identified
that appear to result from the presence of clusters of
hydrophobic side chains and interactions between charged
glutamate and lysine side chain groups (56). The biasing of
the conformational ensemble for fibronectin binding protein
to more compact folds than would be expected for a highly
denatured protein is consistent with these persistent features.
There may also, however, be additional effects resulting from
differences in the solvation of proteins in aqueous solution
and in the presence of denaturant such as urea.

Hen lysozyme (with the disulfide bridges reduced and
methylated) at pH 2.0 and BPTI (with cysteine residues
replaced byR-amino-n-butyric acid) at pH 4.5 have higher
compaction factors (0.35) than D1-D4 and prothymosinR
but much smaller than those of the molten globule states
discussed above. Interestingly, there is evidence which
suggests that for these states persistent nonlocal interactions
within the otherwise disordered polypeptide chain may also
be responsible for the smaller effective hydrodynamic radii
seen for these proteins than those expected for a highly
denatured state. For BPTI and lysozyme the effective
hydrodynamic radii are observed to increase from 20.6 to
22.7 Å and from 29.7 to 34.6 Å on a decrease of the pH to
2.0 or the addition of 8 M urea, respectively. Concurrent
with the increase in hydrodynamic radius for BPTI there is
a loss of a significant number of NOEs in the NMR spectra
of the protein (9). For lysozyme the addition of urea gives
a decreased persistence of hydrophobic clusters present in
the denatured polypeptide chain as well as an increase in
the hydrodynamic radius. The reduced persistence of the
hydrophobic clusters is particularly apparent in the results
from 15N relaxation studies of the polypeptide backbone,
which show an increased flexibility of the polypeptide chain
on the addition of urea (57; S. B. Grimshaw, H. Schwalbe,
L. J. Smith, C. M. Dobson, unpublished results). Therefore,
for these nonnative states of BPTI and lysozyme there is
clearly an interdependence of the local properties and the
global characteristics of conformers in the populated en-
semble.

CONCLUSIONS
The measured dimensions of a polypeptide chain depend

on the amino acid sequence of the protein, the properties of
the solvent, and the ways in which these features determine
the persistence of local and long-range interactions in the
protein and the degree of intermolecular association. At-
tempts to understand the relationship between these effects

can give insight into issues such as protein folding and
aggregation (3, 29, 58). In this work PFG NMR methods
have been used to measure the effective hydrodynamic radii
of systems ranging from a 16 residue peptide fragment
through to a protein dimer of 494 residues. From these data,
relationships have been established between the effective
hydrodynamic radius under different conditions and the
number of amino acids in the polypeptide chain. The data
from the PFG NMR method have been compared with
measurements of molecular dimensions from small-angle
scattering and dynamic light scattering techniques and with
predictions from theory. This analysis has shown first that
the relationships between the hydrodynamic radius and the
protein chain length for both native and highly denatured
proteins are similar to those defined theoretically for the
dimensions of collapsed and fully solvated homopolymer
chains, respectively. Second, we have found that ap-
proximately constant scaling factors (F of 0.77 and 1.06 for
native and highly denatured states) can be used to relate
measurements of hydrodynamic radii from PFG NMR
methods and radii of gyration from small-angle scattering
techniques over a wide range of polypeptide chain lengths.
Moreover, a close consistency has been observed between
the results from the different techniques, including measure-
ments for nonnative states where an effective radius averaged
over the populated conformational ensemble is extracted. The
insight gained from the analysis reported here has been used
to interpret the measured effective dimensions of a number
of nonnative states, some of which are almost as compact
as the native fold and others which are highly unfolded.
Combining these data with results from studies that probe
the local structural and dynamical properties of the ensembles
of conformers populated has revealed relationships between
the global and local features of the polypeptide chains. The
approach and results reported here therefore define a gener-
ally applicable method that can be used to characterize the
conformational behavior of proteins under a wide range of
conditions.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION AVAILABLE
Three tables listing hydrodynamic radii and radii of

gyration data taken from the literature that were used in the

Table 2: Hydrodynamic Radii and Compaction Factors (C) for a Range of Nonnative Protein Conformations

protein Rh (Å) C no. of residues

BPTI (all Cys residues replaced by Abu, pH 4.5a) 20.6( 0.3 0.35 58
horse cytochromec (NaCl-induced molten globule stateb) 20.1 0.86 104
prothymosinR (pH 7.4c) 30.7( 0.4 0.10 109
humanR-lactalbumin (all Cys residues replaced by Ala, pH 2d) 21.3( 0.1 0.86 123
hen lysozyme (reduced and methylated, pH 2e) 30.2( 0.1 0.35 129
fibronectin binding protein D1-D4 (pH 7f) 33.8( 0.1 0.10 130
sperm whale apomyoglobin (pH 4b) 25.3 0.74 153

a Data from ref9; cysteine residues replaced byR-amino-n-butyric acid (Abu).b Data from ref19. c Data from ref54. d Data from ref60.
e Hydrodynamic radius value from extrapolation to conditions of infinite dilution.f Fibronectin binding domain ofS. aureusfibronectin binding
protein variant C. Data from ref56.
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analysis presented in this paper. The material is available
free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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